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Date: 10/24/2021

Members:

-Justin Rule –

-Ale Groe -

-Jack Goldsworth -

-Alan Zapinksi -

-Carson Meyer -

-Joe Slater -

-Conley McKown -

What we’ve accomplished in the past week/what we’ve been researching

-Justin Rule – Worked on the testing document + contacted BuilderTrend for a more detailed

overview of our requirements

-Ale Groe - Worked on the testing document and researched what our advisor talked about in in

our meeting

-Jack Goldsworth - Worked on the testing document, met with our faculty advisor, and looked

into the validity of DocuSign as a free service for a company.

-Alan Zapinksi - Met with faculty advisor to get more direction on the design portion of our

project. Gained access to Docusign’s API documentation and started setting up a basic program

-Carson Meyer - Had a faculty advisor meeting on Thursday that allowed us to get more details

on how our project should continue. Started a Docusign account, and looked into the API.

-Joe Slater - Participated in the faculty advisor meeting and researched DocuSign’s API’s legal

issues

-Conley McKown - Faculty advisor meeting and testing doc

What we’re planning to do in the coming week

-Justin Rule – Plan the structure and outline of the documentation part of our project

-Ale Groe - See if we need any more information for our project from BuilderTrend/schedule

meetings if needed.
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-Jack Goldsworth - Help Justin plan the structure surrounding the documentation.

-Alan Zapinksi - Start attempting to use Docusign’s API to meet some very basic use cases

-Carson Meyer - Continue research into Docusign work, start to the process of building out

research document.

-Joe Slater - Not sure yet

-Conley McKown - Not sure yet

Issues we had in the previous week

-Justin Rule – None

-Ale Groe - None

-Jack Goldsworth - None

-Alan Zapinksi - None

-Carson Meyer - No known issues at the moment.

-Joe Slater - None

-Conley McKown - N/A


